Invest in our communities

OAKLAND

AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR ALL!!

Before Goofy

Mental health services

Invest in our community

New construction

Retroactive Rent Control

Financial Education

Stop

Tent Cities
Benefits -
- Kids are healthier
- Do better in school
- Better social skills
- More positive self-image
- Stronger bonds w/ family & friends

Clean

Parks

Safe

We do not inherit the earth from our ancestors; we borrow it from our Children.

Parks; playgrounds are the soul of the city!

Beautiful
Imagine if a... City cares about all streets in all neighborhoods.

Community engagement + public policies
It is hard to argue that housing is not a fundamental human need. Decent, **affordable** housing should be a basic right for everybody in this country. The reason is simple:

without stable shelter, everything else falls **APART**.

- Matthew Desmond

*We the Future B**

*UILD COMMUNITIES*
Up-cycle

INVEST IN WHAT WE HAVE

Long-term Investments vs Quick Fix

“what you pay attention to grows”

Home? House?

Help families stay in their homes

Improve neighborhoods and what's already there instead of new developments
BE... BE... BE...

excellent

VOICES ARE POWER

BE... GREAT

BE... SHARP!

BE... 100%

The change you wish to see in the world!
Imagine if... we “forgave” our people like we “forgive” our corporations...

What are we investing in?

What is the ultimate cost?
STOP
CRIMINALIZING MY EXISTENCE!
We and our babies have a right to a HOME.

INDESTRUCTIBLE

Alcatraz

This tent is as much my HOME as your HOME is to you.

Oakland

Leave me in peace ✨
right to a home

indestuctible

we and our babies have a

Criminalizing existence

This tent is as much

my home as your

home is to you.

Oakland

Peace

leave me in

peace

WKB
Living
NOT surviving

BETTER LIVING WAGES

M.V. D.P

Grounded. Rooted. No Gentrification.

EFFICIENT

Visit OAKLAND
Less policing of POC

POWER & EQUALITY

to the people

in the community

Oakland is tired of the over-policing of POC. We need trained community mediators to treat community with love & respect.

Stop calling the police on POC, Deify
Support women
Support kids
Workplace childcare for all
Community gardens

Welcome to Oakland

Super!

WOW!
Houses
4 People
Not 4 Profit

By: Zoe
(Creative direction: Ms Chen & Ms Canje)
"I'm tryin to make a dollar out of 15¢, it's hard to be legit and still pay your rent." – 2Pac, Keep Ya Head Up

More affordable housing, less gentrification, now!
A developed country is not a place where the poor have cars. It's where the rich ride public transportation.
Resources are allocated to ALL neighborhoods

Healthy Foods
- Watermelon
- Pineapple
- Watermelon
- Coconut
- Grapes

Rent Control

Oakland

Karina and Giuliana
UNCOVER of Oakland's the beauty streets

Regular Bulk Pick-ups!!